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What are log 
erosion barriers? 

When are log 
erosion barriers used? 

What materials are needed? 

How are log erosion 
barriers installed? 

Log Erosion Barriers (LEBs) are logs placed in a shallow trench on the contour to inter-
cept water running down a slope and trap sediment. This treatment may also be known 
as contour log felling, log terraces or terracettes. 

Log erosion barriers are used on moderate or severely burned slopes ranging between 
20% to 60%, with erosive soils. LEBs are used where erosion rates have increased 
significantly because of the fire and there are high values at risk downstream. The site 
must have enough trees of adequate size to meet treatment objectives (at least 60 trees 
per acre). Soils can be shallow, but not less than about 8 inches.  LEBs increase infiltra-
tion, adds roughness, reduce erosion, and help retain small amounts of eroded soil on 
site. LEBs should be effective for a period of one to two years, providing short term pro-
tection on slopes where permanent vegetation will re-establish and provides long term 
erosion control. 

• 6-12 inch diameter logs, 10-30 feet long 
• An expert sawyer and labor crew with hand tools 
• Machines may be used for moving logs or trenching them in on 30% or flatter 

slopes 

A contour line is marked on the slope to identify the approximate cross slope align-
ment. Trees along this line are felled on the upstream side of the contour line as much 
as possible. Stumps are left about 12” high to brace the tree. The logs are cut to a 
length that permits safe handling and placement for the crew, generally 10 to 30 feet.  
Tree limbs are removed to the extent necessary for the log to lie flat on the ground.  A 
shallow trench (about 4 to 6 inches deep) is dug along the contour.  The log is placed 
in the trench and seated with tamped backfill such that water flowing down the slope 
will not run under it. For this practice to be effective, enough trees must be felled along 
the contour line to create a semi continuous barrier to the movement of water down the 
slope, as shown in Figure 1 & 2. 

Depending on characteristics of the slope, somewhere between 60 and 152 trees per acre 
are needed for use of LEBs to be effective.  Figure 1 depicts the pattern of LEBs on the 
slope, and Table 1 shows recommended spacing. 

How many log erosion 
barriers are required? 
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USDA NRCS 2012 Fact Sheet - log erosion barriers (LEBs) 

Contour Line 
10’ - 30’ logs, 6” - 12” in dia. Horizontal Spacing 

FIGURE 1 - Theoretical log terracing pattern 

10’ - 30’ logs, 6” - 12” in dia. 

ng Slope 

4” to 6” deep trench 

Foot Tamped Backfill 

Existi 

FIGURE 1 - Typical log & bedding detail 

Slope steepness 
(percent) 

Burn Intensity 
Moderate Severe 

Spacing (feet) 
10 - 20% 60 40 
20 - 50 % 30 20 

> 50% 15 10 

TABLE - Recommended spacing for contour slope treatments 

NOTE: After a fire many trees are weakened from burning around the base of the trunk. The trees can fall
 over or blow down without warning. Shallow rooted trees can also fall. Therefore be extremely 
alert when around burned trees. 
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